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ABSTRACT
As a result of current profile modifications, strong improvements with respect to

the usual L-mode scaling laws and Troyon beta limit are now being observed in most

Tokamaks, leading to the emergence of a new reactor concept which appears promising,

with the potential for steady-state operation with a high fraction of bootstrap current. A

brief overview of the most relevant experiments is made.

Stability of high bootstrap current regimes requires adequate feedback control of

the current density profile. For reactor applications, such feedback schemes should allow

sufficient automatic control of the q-profile during the full duration of the plasma

discharge, i.e. from its initiation until complete relaxation of the transient electric fields

generated upon application of external heating and current drive, with varying power, in

the initial 100 to 500 seconds.

Practical means and scenarios for producing and maintaining the optimum current

profiles in the various phases of the thermonuclear discharge (profile formation, current

ramp-up, bum phase) are proposed. To produce the required q-profile with shear reversal

in the centre and high bootstrap fraction, in steady-state, they require the simultaneous use

of two independent and complementary external sources such as Fast Wave Current Drive

in the plasma core and off-axis Lower Hybrid Current Drive, and very slow evolution of

the plasma parameters (geometry, plasma current and density,...).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over recent years, a number of experiments performed at sufficiently high additional

heating and current drive power, especially on DIII-D [1], JET [2], JT-60U [3], TFTR [4]

and TORE SUPRA [5], have shown that modifications in the plasma magnetic shear (i.e. in

the current density profile) were responsible for obtaining various enhanced confinement

modes (High-lj, VH, PEP+H, LHEP, High-pp, High-pN, - ) • Performance improvements

are generally measured with respect to empirical or semi-empirical scaling laws for

confinement [6-9] (H factor) and beta-limit [10-11] (PN factor), which have been guiding the

concept of ITER ("International Tokamak Experimental Reactor") towards inductive

(pulsed), high plasma current operation. However, strong departures from these scaling

laws are now being observed, leading to the emergence of a new reactor concept which

appears promising and more economical, with a possible relaxation on the plasma current

constraint and the potential for steady-state operation with a high fraction of bootstrap

current ("Advanced Steady-State Tokamak Reactor") [12-13-14].

In the first half of this paper, we shall make a brief overview of the main

experimental achievements related to this research area over the last few years. Then

scenarios for the real time control of the plasma current density in a steady-state "Advanced

Tokamak" reactor will be discussed. An attempt to define schemes which should provide

accessibility to the advanced plasmas and at the same time insure adequate control for times

much larger than the resistive diffusion time and therefore lead to continuous operation will

be made.

2. CURRENT PROFILE MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVED PLASMA

PERFORMANCE

2.1. Improved confinement and stability in high-lj discharges

The effect of current density profile modifications on the global confinement of

Tokamak plasmas was first observed during transient current ramp-down experiments in

TFTR [4] in which the internal inductance parameter, lj, was increased by a large amount

and intense neutral beam heating was applied. Using fast current ramps, lj parameters up to

4 were achieved and the ratio, H = T E / T E I T E R 8 9 ' P , of the global confinement time to the

ITER89-P L-mode scaling prediction [8] reached 2.3. It was shown that in these conditions

of strong ion heating the ion thermal diffusivity decreases with increasing magnetic shear (x\

oc Ls) thus causing this transient improved confinement during the relaxation of the current

density profile. When the power was high enough (25 MW) to produce ePp = 1 (High-pp

mode), the confinement enhancement factor was even higher, reaching H = 3.7.

Simultaneously, the normalized Troyon factor PN = P(aB/Ip) was as high as = 5 %-m-T/MA
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showing improved stability at high plasma pressure. During the relaxation of the current

profile, the plasma evolved towards a nearly full (90 %) non-inductive state due to the

addition of the slightly off-axis beam driven and bootstrap currents. In agreement with MHD

code calculations, the discharge became unstable after a few seconds (n = 1 modes),

resulting in disruptions or beta-collapses [15].

Improved confinement and stability has also been observed in DIII-D [16-17] when

the plasma current profile was changed either through current ramps or elongation ramps

(i.e. at constant plasma current). In both elongated and near-circular discharges, the

enhancement factor scales linearly with l\, t£ reaching about twice the JET/DIE-D ELM-free

scaling prediction [9] and 3.8 times the ITER89-P one, while PN increased up to 6 %-m-

T/MA. The elongated discharges yielded higher H factors than the circular ones for the same

value of the internal inductance parameter. Again, this improved plasma performance has

been obtained in a transient way thanks to a very peaked ohmic current density. At high

plasma pressure, relaxation of the electric field results in a broadening of the total current

density profile through the effect of the significant bootstrap current density that is associated

with these discharges. Thus simultaneous high lj and high P could not be achieved in near

steady-state conditions. The correlation between the beta limit and the internal inductance

agrees with theoretical ballooning stability calculations.

In the JT-60U high-pN mode (Bt = 1.5 Teslas), PN values up to 4 and p p = 3 were

achieved when the pressure profile was broadened by uniform neutral beam power

deposition and the current density profile was peaked (lj = 1.3-1.6), again suggesting the

importance of the current density profile [18]. The performance in this mode was limited by

low-n MHD instabilities (possibly pressure driven resistive modes) rather than beta collapse.

In TORE SUPRA, current ramp-down experiments with plasma current, Ip, varying

from 1.7 MA to 0.8 MA were also conducted [19]. Lower hybrid (LH) heating and current

drive was applied just before the ramp. Small sawteeth were suppressed and no MHD

activity was observed. During the 0.8 MA plateau, the steady-state value of the internal

inductance parameter, lj, stabilized near 1.7 instead of 1.4 in the ohmic case and 0.7 MA

were driven by the waves whereas the bootstrap current was about 0.1 MA. In the steady-

state phase, these discharges exhibit an improved global confinement (up to 40%) with

respect to normal auxiliary heated discharges which generally follow the Rebut-Lallia-

Watkins (RLW) global scaling [7]. This final state obtained after the current ramp down can

be also obtained by applying the LH power directly on a low current flat-top. The improved

confinement was attributed to an increase of the magnetic shear in the confinement zone (r/a

= 0.5-0.7) rather than to the absolute value of lj.
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Improved confinement by peaking of the current density profile was also obtained by

Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH) on TORE SUPRA [20], due to a very peaked electron

temperature profile. The electron energy content reached twice the global RLW prediction

which normally fit the L-mode data fairly well. As before the internal inductance parameter

was only moderately high (1.5 versus 1.4) because the main change in the current profile

occurs within half-radius. Rather than l\, the magnetic shear seems to be the leading

parameter governing the decrease of the electron thermal diffusivity, Xe- It is interesting to

note that RLW local transport can reproduce the %e evolution simply by assuming a square

dependence of the critical temperature gradient on the local magnetic shear. This heating

method allowed to reach the highest poloidal betas (Pp = 1.1) and confinement improvement

factors in TORE SUPRA, both increasing roughly proportionally. The maximum fraction of
bootstrap current was around 45 % which, for the same product e ^ P p , is higher than

previously reported by other experiments in which a large fraction of the pressure was due to

fast ions [21].

2.2. High-pp modes, improved core confinement and shear reversal.

In several large Tokamaks, improved confinement and stability has also been

observed when the magnetic shear is small or even negative in the plasma core (shear

reversal). This generally occurs at low plasma current, i.e. high-Pp, when the ohmic current

component is low or even vanishing and when a strong bootstrap current is present together

with some complementary externally driven current.

In JT-60U, high pp modes are characterized by a peaked pressure profile at high

safety factor (q = 4-9) and high toroidal field (Bt = 4.4 Teslas), and an improved core

confinement leading to H = 2.5 [22-23] at low internal inductance (lj ~ 0.8-1.2). By

combining this mode with an H-mode (High-ppH-mode), an enhancement factor H = 3.6

was obtained and a record value of the fusion product, ni(0)Tj(0)X£ = 1.1 x 1021 nr3-keV-s

was achieved. Transport calculations indicate that a region of small or negative shear exists

in the centre of the plasma. These performances were limited by PJJ collapses occuring in the

plasma core [18].

The high pp mode in TFTR was already discussed above in conjunction with high-lj

discharges and also yielded high fusion reactivity. However, they always terminated during

the relaxation to the low-lj state and would have required current profile control to maintain

them stable. Recently, central shear reversal has been produced by balanced beam injection

and a fast current ramp-up in high qo conditions [13]. This led to substantially reduced

thermal transport at qo = 2.3.
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The existence of a stable high pp ({3p=3.6), high bootstrap and high confinement

(H = 2.1) regime was demonstrated in DIII-D [24]. This regime is characterized by a

peaked pressure profile, a high central safety factor (qo > 2) and moderate lj = 1.3. The

transition to this regime was obtained by letting the plasma current profile relax from an

ohmic shape (qo = 1, lj ~ 1.8) to a shape which is characteristic of high bootstrap fraction

discharges supplemented by some neutral beam current drive. It occured after disappearance

of the q = 2 magnetic flux surface and of the MHD activity in the core of the plasma (n = 1

internal modes). The bootstrap current fraction reached 78 % of the total current, while the

remaining current was driven by the beams. The resulting pressure and current profiles are

found to be in the second region of stability for ideal ballooning modes over most of the

plasma cross-section.

Access to the second stability regime in the core of the discharge was also obtained in

DIII-D by strong neutral beam heating associated with a rapid increase of the plasma

elongation and current [25]. This produces a hollow current profile and a peaked pressure

profile. Record values of the central toroidal beta were thus achieved (Po ~ 44 %).

Shear reversal has been obtained in JET by pellet injection in the centre of the

discharge and led to a large improvement of the core confinement with large pressure

gradients and a significant fraction of bootstrap current [26].This has been called "Pellet

Enhanced Performance" (PEP). The heat transport in the negative shear, second stable core

became neoclassical and this contributed to the sustainment of the large pressure gradient.

High-f5p bootstrap current dominated H-modes have also been achieved using ICRF heating

[27]. During ELM-free phases, (3p rose up to 2 with H = 3.6 and the bootstrap current

fraction reached = 70 % and these phases were terminated by a rapid (3p decline. The large

bootstrap current density at the plasma periphery however did not give to shear reversal. The

Pp, decline was triggered by an instability located at the plasma periphery.

During LH heating in TORE SUPRA, when about 3 MW of LH power are applied

directly on a steady low current (Ip < 0.8 MA) current flat-top discharge the surface loop

voltage vanishes and lj rises although the current density in the center of the plasma

decreases. These discharges show the existence of a stationary regime of improved

confinement (the LHEP mode [28, 29]) where the electron temperature strongly peaks

within r/a < 0.4, and the central temperature, Te0, rises to about 6 to 8 keV. When the LH

power is applied, the current density profile slowly flattens in the center and the magnetic

shear nearly vanishes and sometimes reverses for r < 0.2 m. While the increased magnetic

shear in the outer half of the plasma provides a better margin with respect to first stability, its

decrease - or reversal - in the central part of the discharge provides access to the second

stabilitv domain. The combination of these two ingredients seems beneficial for confinement
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as it produces both the increase of" 1, and the central shear reversal and access to second

stability. As for the FWEH mode described above, the confinement enhancement and

poloidal beta increase roughly proportionally.

Modifications of the current density profile have also been obtained in the bean

shaped PBX-M experiment. Off-axis Lower Hybrid deposition together with neutral beam

heating have allowed to produce quiescent regime free of global MHD modes while qo was

raised above unity [30].

3. CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL IN ADVANCED TOKAMAK REACTOR

OPERATION

3.1. Advanced Tokamak Reactor Requirements

From the brief overview of recent experimental results of most large Tokamaks

which was presented above, it seems clear that the available scaling laws do not provide a

satisfactory zero-dimensional description of plasma confinement. In particular current

density and pressure profile effects play an important role on the MHD stability of the

plasma and its confinement properties, with the obvious remark that the two phenomena are

most probably linked together in many circumstances where the unstable modes do not lead

to plasma termination or collapse.

These results have a direct impact on the design and economy of a fusion reactor. In

particular, the feasibility of a compact reactor based on the detail control of the plasma

profiles has emerged. Making use of the advanced physics concepts which have been

revealed by recent experiments, it seems possible to design a modest-size high-confinement,

high-beta machine, in which the fraction of bootstrap current will be large enough to make

steady-state operation possible [12-14]. A so-called "Advanced Tokamak" reactor would

require a high degree of control of the current density profile in all operation phases in order

to arrive at a burn phase which satisfies the requirements for net fusion power production

with acceptable recirculating power, while being able to control the stability of the plasma

over the full duration of the burn. The problem in particular arises as to whether such a

burning plasma state is accessible, as it will be necessary to develop scenarios which insure

stability of the discharge at any time from plasma current initiation to fusion burn.

From the analysis of the experimental results and from the MHD stability code

predictions which have been validated against those experiments, optimum current density

profiles have been proposed [17| which combine the beneficial ingredients of the high-(5p

modes found in most experiments.The resulting current profiles are hollow to provide shear

reversal and second stability core, with qo much larger than unity and a minimum in the q-
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profile at r/a = 0.5-0.75 where qm;n = 2.6. In particular, values of qmjn which are far from

integer values are necessary to insure stability with respect to infernal modes [31].

According to theoretical predictions, such profiles should allow stable operation up to PN =

6.4, (3p = 3.1, and provide the necessary confinement enhancement factor, H = 3.5 - 4,

which is required for producing 1.5 to 2 GW of fusion power with a total plasma current of

12 MA in a machine with major radius R = 5m.

3.2. Accessibility of a Steady-State Advanced Tokamak Regime

As pointed out before, a major question which then arises regards stable access to the

desired current profile shape. It is indeed crucial that during all the transient phases - in

particular, current ramp-up, plasma fueling and a-power rise - the profiles maintain an

appropriate shape so that the discharge remains stable. The path which is followed in

parameter space is therefore very important. For example, reversing the magnetic shear in

the centre of the discharge requires going through a phase of very small shear in a significant

fraction of the plasma cross-section. This is known to be delicate because of the possible

destabilization of the infernal modes and cannot be done at high pressure.

Steady-state operation will require feedback control of the current density profile so

that the plasma state which is obtained at the start of bum can be preserved over a time scale

which is very much longer than the resistive diffusion time scale, i.e. longer than 1000 -

5000 s. As will be shown below, this imposes rather stringent conditions on steady-state

operation scenarios.

Exercising real current profile control in Tokamaks has not yet been achieved in any

experiment and is a real challenge for demonstrating the feasibility of a steady-state reactor.

Feedback loops based on measurements of qo, li, magnetics are being implemented in JET

and D1II-D heating and current drive systems and are under study for TORE SUPRA to

control the relative powers (and phases) in the separate systems. The primary goal of these

experiments will be to show that the advanced regimes can be reliably accessed at least for

short pulse operation and to use this potentiality to increase the plasma performance (and

fusion yield in JET). For the purpose of short pulses (< 20-30 s) one can rely to a large

extent on the fact that the current density profile existing at the time of intense neutral beam

or RF heating will then be frozen-in and therefore evolve sufficiently slowly to allow full

control during the rest of the discharge [32]. The generation of transient electric fields

throughout the plasma cross-section during rapid changes of the applied power may

however, during long-pulse operation, cause retarded slow modifications of the current

profile whichu at later times, would make the control difficult, and sometimes only possible

at the expense of applying larger and larger amounts of additionnal power.
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The study of the long-term evolution of the discharge - i.e. up to full relaxation,

especially in the core of the plasma, of the ohmic electric fields generated during the

transients - and the definition of scenarios and feedback schemes for its control, will require

pulse lengths which can be achieved for instance on TORE SUPRA. It is important to realize

here that operation scenarios that allow access to the advanced regimes will be extrapolable

to reactor operation only if the control can then be extended over sufficiently long pulses

during the full relaxation of the electromagnetic fields and can therefore allow for a

subsequent continuous operation with zero flux consumption on the average.

3.3. Control of the Current Density Profile and Reactor Operation

Appropriate feedback schemes will be necessary to control the discharge against non-

linear interactions between external and bootstrap current generation, current diffusion, heat

transport and a-particle heating. Here we shall address this problem and look for scenarios

which could permit stable steady-state operation of a fusion reactor (t » 1000 s). The

emphasis and final goal of these studies is to define the proper knobs and feedback loops

which will provide optimum control of the q-profile in the various phases of a reactor

discharge. Due to the very long burn phases which can be envisaged in these steady-state

scenarios, we can consider here rather slow changes in the plasma parameters (current,

minor radius, density) in order to minimize the induced electric fields in the plasma core at

the start of burn. This was indeed found to be necessary in order to maintain the pre-formed

current profile during the long resistive relaxation of the ohmic components which are

unavoidably generated during transients.

The following studies have been performed with a 1-D time-dependent code

(CRONOS [33]) which has been developped for analysing the evolution of the current

density profile in TORE SUPRA in the presence of time-varying non-inductive currents.

Prescribed MHD-stable current profiles with shear reversal in the centre can be obtained

through simultaneous PID feedback on two independent sources of current as well as on the

voltage applied on the primary circuit. This allows the control of three parameters including

the safety factor on axis and at a given position in the plasma, q = qref at r = rref (e.g. close to

the region of minimum q). The third parameter to be controlled could be the plasma current,

or the surface voltage or transformer flux consumption. However, as pointed out earlier,

minimization of the ohmic current components in the plasma at the beginning of the strong

heating phase and burn phase requires that the electric field inside the plasma - and in

particular on axis - should be kept at the lowest possible level during the initial plasma

profile formation phase and the current ramp-up phase. This can be performed by adjusting

the surface voltage in such a way that the primary circuit provides only the inductive flux

necessary for the current rise. Additional current drive systems are then required to provide
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the remaining resistive flux. Once qTCf(r = rref) is imposed, the minor radius of the discharge

(which can be varied independently) directly controls the total plasma current through a

simultaneous increase of the loop voltage and additional powers. Lower Hybrid waves can

be used to control qref, especially during the low current/low beta current profile formation

phase since it is the only efficient current drive method in the low temperature phase of the

pulse. Now, a practical means of achieving the prescribed q-profile while keeping the

electric field on axis reasonably small is to vary the LH power (Pih) and surface voltage (Vs)

according to :

= K,h [ l/qref - l/q(rrcf)j (l.a)

Vs = Knux K|h [1/qref - l/q(rref)] = Kflux . (dP|h/dt) (l.b)

where Kih and Kflux are two constants to be adjusted. The safety factor on axis can then be

controlled by a central source of current which we shall assume to be provided by Fast Wave

Current Drive since it appears to be best suited for this purpose. The corresponding power,

Pfw, then follows

dPfw/dt = Kfw[l/q(,,ref-l/qo] (l.c)

An example is shown on fig. 1 where the plasma density and minor radius were kept

constant during the first 100 seconds and particular values of the safety factor were

prescribed at two radii : qo.ref = 3.5 on axis and qref(rref/a = 0-5) = 2.5. In this example, the

total plasma current adjusts freely to the required q-profile and the surface loop voltage is

controlled such as to provide a prescribed fraction of the flux which is necessary to obtain

this profile while maintaining a small negative electric field in the plasma core. A small

negative electric field is helpful to produce a reversed shear in the centre through the neo-

classical resistivity profile. At the end of this phase the plasma current then reaches 5 MA

while 25 MW of LH power (+ 10 MW of FWCD) nearly drive the total current so that the

plasma is close to an equilibrium fully non-inductive state.

During a second phase (100-130s) the plasma current is raised through an aperture

expansion to bring the discharge to its full cross-section. The current then rises up to

13.5 MA because of the increase of the LH, FW powers and surface loop voltage which are

bound to maintain the same q-profile. At the same time the density is increased up to a level

which is determined by the required fusion power yield. The effect of ct-particle heating and

external power rise is to increase significantly the bootstrap current contribution up to 9 MA.

Transients are then observed on the electric field profile, inducing a slight oscillation in the

safety factor on axis (qn) for about 100 seconds. Then, the fusion power and q-profile must
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the various current components, LH and FW powers, surface
voltage, qo and q(rla - 05) during a scenario with feedback control based on equations 1 (a-
b-c).
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be simultaneously controlled throughout the bum phase while the electric field slowly decays

to a constant vanishing value.

Once the required ignited plasma .has been obtained (t = 250 s.), a slight electric field

(yet driving a significant central ohmic component, JOH) still persists in the plasma. When it

is negative, a feedback loop which simply links the external FW power to the measured q

values at r = 0 becomes unstable because of the coupling between the external power and

the change in the central plasma conductivity (o"o)- For example, in order to prevent an

increase of qo on a resistive time scale, the FW power must slowly increase and therefore the

central temperature increases. The evolution of the system is then governed by dPfw/dt —»

doo/dt —» djoH/dt = - djfw/dt, so that qo is nearly frozen and never reaches the prescribed

value while the FW power should continuously increases. Instead, a given (but unknown)

amount of power should be applied such that the central electric field vanishes.

In order to stabilise the evolution of qo and of the FW power on the long term, a

scheme based on separate measurements of the ohmic current density and of the non-

inductive current density could be necessary. Such measurements have been recently made

on DIII-D, and are based on magnetic field reconstructions at various times [34]. In a reactor

this could be done in real time since, thanks to the extremely slow evolution of the current

density profile (= 1000 s), one would be satisfied with rather large time slices (e.g. 30 s. or

more) between two measurements. Then, assuming the availability of such measurements,

we have considered different feedback loops. The FW driven current is still used to control q

on axis and cannot be used at the same time for maintaining zero field on axis, but the LH

power controls the electric field at r = rref and the surface voltage now insures that q(rref) =

qref:

= K|h . joH(rref) + K'ih . j dt' JOH(t',rref) (2.a)

Vs = KnUx[l/qrcf-l/q(rref)] (2.b)

Control of the current density on axis can be made through (l.c) or, better :

fw/dt = Kfw|jo,rcf-Jni(O)] (2.c)

where jo.ref a p d jni(^) ; i r e t n e reference and non-inductive current densities on axis,

respectively.

Such a scheme has been simulated with CRONOS and the previous instability did not

show up. Non-linear couplings between the fusion power yield, the bootstrap current

density and the external power required to maintain the q-profile can still make the long-term

burn control delicate and should be further studied. For instance, they can result in a limit
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cycle where the plasma current, temperature and fusion power oscillate with a period of

about 2000 seconds. On such a long time scale, the oscillations can be removed by an

additional control of the fusion power through the plasma ion density such as :

dn/dt = Kn[Pa,ref-Pa(O] (3)

where Pajef a n d Pa(t) a r e a reference and a measured a-power yield. The result is shown

in fig. 2 for Pajc{ = 200 MW. Keeping a vanishing loop voltage at half-radius through the

regulation of the LH power has significantly reduced the excursion of the safety factor on

axis during the = 1000 seconds following the burn. Keeping the same constants Kih, K'ih,

Kflux, Kfw, and Kn, stable scenarios with nice control of the q-profile and with Po.ref

varying from 50 MW to 500 MW have been obtained. The evolution of the q-profile during

the run of fig. 2 is shown on fig. 3.

4. CONCLUSION

Enhanced confinement was observed in high bootstrap current discharges, in recent

experiments on DIII-D, JET. JT-60, TFTR and TORE SUPRA. For "Advanced Tokamak"

reactor applications, a combination of two independent and complementary external current

drive sources - such as Lower Hybrid Current Drive and Fast Wave Current Drive -

provides an efficient and versatile means of heating the plasma to a steady-state

thermonuclear burn through adequate feedback control of the current density profile. The

peaked fast wave driven current is convenient for controlling qo. Access to the high-JJp

second-stable regime requires hollow current profiles which must be formed early in the low

current, low-p phase of the discharge. Lower hybrid waves, in contrast with other current

drive methods, have a good current drive efficiency in the external regions and in the initial

low temperature phase of the discharge - i.e. before the full current and a-power rise - when

shear reversal must be produced and the bootstrap current fraction is still small.

Minimizing the electric field in the plasma core during transients is necessary

for the q-profile to be controlable over very long times ( » 1000 s). This can be best

achieved by van-ing very slowly (= 100-500 seconds before the burn) the plasma parameters

(geometry, current and density, ...) and by using real time reconstructions of the flux

surfaces separated by large time slices (neural networks) to control the loop voltage well

inside the plasma. Experiments on feedback control of the current profile will soon be started

in several machines in the aim of identifying the most practical schemes and the most reliable

steady-state reactor operation scenario.
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Fig. 3. q-profile and electric field at various times during the simulation shown in fig. 2.
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